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During the lit few years, measurments have been mode to deter-

mine the electrical characteristics and the predominant mode of prop-

agatiou in a forest environent. This work was essential becsuse of

the severe attenuation of radio communication sigpals which occur vhen

operating in a forest msdium. Theoretical investigation3 have shbovn

that for distances greater than 1 ka and for frequencies between 2 and

200 M the forest can be represented to a first approximation as a

conluctive slab boude2d on one aide by air and on the other side by the

earih. Using -this cooductive slab as a model, the tranission losses

betwee tvo eiamentary dipolep located close to the ground in a forest

were calculated for both horizontal and vertical polarization. Those

p.trveters hich would affect the tranwission losses are exeminsd vd

tben tL-s- sensitivity of the respective parmeters in evaluated in d*-

tuil. It turns out that tze cbabg in input resistance caused by the

ground prcaLity produces a loss which my be considerably larger then

the other lossae. Vatrious dLata are presented which show the theoretical

trnumnission loss. vas fr~ency for different pa-maeters which include

the wight of the antenna above_ growu, 'Lbe ht- :t of the forest, and

the electric'aL characteristics of the ground and the forest.
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I. IuMCDUCTIcg

The present report investigates the transnission loasse en-

countered when the transmitting and/or receiving antennas are situated

very close to the ground in a forest. To the authors' knowledge, no ex-

perimental data are available which yield the tranmission losses under

those conditions. The present theoretical study therefore had to employ

certain assumptions in order to obtain realistic appratimations whose

justification and limitations are stated in detail.

During the last few years, measurements have been made to de-

termine the electrical characteristics end the predominant mode of prop-

agation in a vegetated enviroment*. Theoretical investigations(l,2)

bave shown that, for distances greater than 1 km and for frequencies

between 2 and 200 MHz, the forest can ' represented to a first apprmc-

ization as a conductive slab bounded on on side by air and on the other

side by a ground pla n, as shown In Fig. 1. These studies have shown

that the predginint mode of propagation is a lateral wave. This wave

may be regarded as a ray generated at the source T and is incident upon

the forest-air interface at the critical angle of reflection in geomet-

rical optics, as shown at point A in Fig. 1. The wave thereafter is re-

fracted into the air region and proceeds along the interface while con-

tinuL.sly leaking inergy back into the forest at the critical angle of

reflection. 7-nce the wave reaches the receiver R along the ray MR and

thus the total traveled path for the lateral wave is given by TAM as

shown in Fig. 1.

*Atlantic Research Corporation and Stanford Research Institute have been
making measurements in tropical jungles of Thailand. The reAorts pub-
lished by the respective ccupanies are too numerous to reference in the
Bibliography, but were performed under contracts DA 36-039 SC-90889 and
DA 36-039 AMC-O0040.
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The transmission loss L0 for antennas situated in the con-

duct'Ing sab close to the air interface (i.e. the distances TA an ER

are negligible) has been calculated for the cose when the ground plane

is neglected.(2) As the antennas are lowered into the disuipative for-

est, an additional loss designated by L occurs due to the fact that

the lateral wave bas to travel an Increased distance within the lossy

fornst medium (along the paths TA and ER in Fig. I). As the antennas

approach the ground, •f•ther turanwission losses vill occur because of

the increasing influence of the ground.

Section II describes the additional losses in conjunction

with the electrical and physical parm'eters of a forest envirorment.Ii
The attenuative loss L is calculated in Section III for typical heights

and for various electrical parmeters of Q forest. The influence of the
grotind on the electric field for an antenna situated close to the ground

forest Jnterface a"d tbe range of validity of the derived equations are

exanined in Section IV.

In Section V, the cbange in r&:1ation reaistance for antennas

close to the ground is calculated shoving the sensitivity in the radia-

tioz resistance as a function .f the height of t._ .ntenuna ebo-ve vuri-

ous grounds. Typical ca2culations of the totaJ. transmission loses

ar& shown in Sectio., VI with the concloiione tviog pr asent - the

final section.



II. u•kNSMIASIOIw TOE ADDITIONAL TO THE IIITIAL LOSS L
0

When the transmitting and receiving antennas are in d the for-

eat but close to thp foreot-a.,r interface,, the electric field produced

by an almentary current element Ii is closely given (2) by:

* 6on . •" e e s
L 2-

n-i P 2

where EL refeor to the maximmi value (at a distace p ) of the field

crpxoant whone polarization corresponds to that of the transmitting

dik ile. The other qwetities are definm•d by:

: x+ : Loaitudi•a• sepaaxtion be-
twen transiitter aM receiver

(as shown in Fig. 1)

n - 0: k 0 index of refractlon of the
V1 forest

ko = 4 /0 6 0 fr-ee space -kve mahber

2 -_
k Z ko n -1 forest slab vwve mxaber

"6 2h -z -z sepaxmtion ditrnce

The formul& for IL disaregars the precence of tkh ground va

it is then seen that, ..or malI L%, tba t--%naission loss d•epnds prJx1rily
-2

on the - gecmetrica. iva spread. For s z C, the tranmission, lios is

givez by: 2

LL

4(
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where L0  a ( ) Lboand Lo is given reference 2*. Relation 2

shows that the transmission loss is strongly dependent on the electri-

cal properties o-' the forest characterized by the refractive index (n)

and also by the wavelength X.

An the antenna is lowered, the laterAl wave remains the pre-

dominant mode but is affected quantitatively. A further loss L occurs

because the wave traverses through additional vegetation to reach the

forest-air interface. Since this vegetation is dissipative, the wave

is attenuated when traversing through the vegetation, as sabvn by the

factor exp (-Jk a) 'n Eq. (1).

Since both formulas (1) and (2) neglect the presence of the

ground, it is necessary to introduce further correction factors to ensure

that all known t-snsmission losses are considered. A first correction

factor is obtained by replacing EL of Eq. (1) with a modified expression

which accounts for the presence of the ground. This change cauies an

addAtionial tranminsion los1 referred to as Li. A second correction

factor must be arded to account for the drastic change which occurs

in the antenna input resistance. A" will be discussed later, it turns

out that this effect produces a iosa, denoted by Lr, which may be

considerably larger than any of the preceding additional losses.

*The factor ( 2 )2 is accounted for by the gain G of the two dipoles
2

which owcure In Lo 2) Loo.
S70.
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In view of .11 of the losses omerated above,, the total

tranmisesion loss can be expressed as (See also Appendix)

P t
Ulo x10log - = o+ Li +Lo + L r (3)

Pr

where P tand P rrefer to the trumniitted and received paowrs respec-

tively. Befor* d~iscussing the quantitative ampocts of the total tzwu-

mission lo"s, it is advantagotms to consider the electrical properties

trssociated vith a vegetated environmet.

Recent measurimnts of the refrective irdox otA the vegetation~

indicate that the relative perxittivity varies from 1.01 to 1.5 and its

conductivity ranges friu a low of 10- ab/moetr to a higb of 10- Swit

moter. ()When o- oxminae the profile of a tropical forest,, (4) it

appears that the euffective or median beight of the trees varies frMu 5
waetar to 20 zsters with isolated trees extending upward&s to 40o metorso.

ft ground covetants in a tropical forest enviroment (5) are such that

the conuctivity varies frmn 5 x 10 W5sontrvem h e

lative peruittivity varies from 5 to 50.

Du~e to the vids latit,-ie of the vairicuA parnotors mentioned

sbcrrs, it is Impractical. to ob taixk curves for &Ul possible cambimn.iacs

of these constants. For the. pturpose of Illustrat~im, tbree eases. vere

therefore ebasen -which art expe.cted to typify often-enccuntterd #

tionsa end axe sws~ri z*d in the following chert.



Forest Type "Tm" "AVERADR "DK "

Te H t h (meters) 5 10 20

Forest: C. 103 1.1 1.3
1

a ( mho/M) .03 .1 .3

Ground: C 5 20

o (inho/n) 1 10 3.00

The smaller values in the table correspond to the ±aee of a

thinly vegetated area comprised of short trees over poorly conducting

soil. The larger values correspond to thickly vegetated areas with

tall trees over vell-conducting earth. The medium values relate to an

aver"age situation; this case actually uses values representative of

regions of Thailand where %ictensive measureents were conducted. " 5

The three cases above are considered over the frequency -ange fro 2 -

200 MHz and the tranisaisaon losses are calculated for the antennas

located at various heights above ground.

III. EVALUATICIR OF T•E INITIAL LOSS L AND THE MCIGBT LOSS L
0 a

Since the graund effect does not manifest itself in the terms

Lo and L., these quantities may be found quite readily from exiating

formulas. The former quantity is fouxt directly from Eq. (2) and the

result is plotted for 1 km as shown in Fig. 2. Examination of Fig. 2

reveals that the smaller values of LO occur when 1 and a are smaller1 1

and the larger value of LO occurs when e1 and a are larger. It is

vorth mentioning that, for the "average" forest case, namely c 1 i.1

and I .1 (xuiau/), Lo lies close to halfway between the other cases.

7
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It me previously %tated that, as the antemas am lowered

mawy fra the forest-air intertaee,, an .Mdiitirnl loss L will occur

Oaze to the wave having to travel a greater distrAce in tke dissipative

•mail
ieim

Referring to Eq. (1), it is clear that

iL(s) -,kss

K (o)L

9 •wre the depedence of I on the paxrmeter a is saotav explicitly- It
L

therefore follows that +tke loss incurred due- to,,; I s....eri, th w•t• w

to a combined depth s below the 'tree tops is *4Ive by:

I (s)
L u lOog L s (d) (5)

1 (0) L
L

where

2f- /2
( : 8.686 xm ; -n (6)

L o

Since • is dependent on permittirvty, conductivlty and fre-

quency, it is bi-ortant to know the possible vmriatitu of C4 . Its funn-L

tional dependence is showu in Fig. .3 for the thee representative cnes.

lisattion of Fig. 3 reveals that, above 20 MKz, o' is indepe•dent ofL

frequency but is still highll- dependent on the electri-U pa-rzmeters m
-be forest. It should be noted tjat both £ and s are considated to be

1 1
invariant vith frequency in th present analysis. Because tie #.ntena
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are located near the ground, a in Eq. (5) can be replaced by 2h and

therefore L is
8

L 2 0 h . (7)U L

This loss is shown in Fig. 4 and, as expected, the additional

exponential loss L a'as the se behavior aS L

IV. EVAI R0N OF THE WAVE-IMR1"ER LMS L

At discussed before, Eq. (1) does account for the attenuation

L produced by lowering the an-ennas down from the tree tops. Hirever,

it does not account for the modification of the field due to the presence

of the ground plate. Essentially, this means that Eq. (1) assimes that

the received field is produced by the single vave path TAM of Fig. 1,

vhich is true only if reflections fro the ground plane are neglected.

To improve the above result, it is necessary to allow for

the presence of all the additional lateral vavrs paths which may occur

by ref•lection at the angle of critical incidence within the slab.

This aspect has been previously analyzed,(10) and the various a-6dAtion-

al paths are shown in Fig. 5. To emphasize the significance of Fig. 5,

it ia recal-led that, when both antennas are close to the forest-air

interface, the lengths TA and ER are much smaller then all of the other

paths (such as T c d, Y v R, etc.). Hence, the additional reflected

siaves ardergo large attenuation as they travel within the loamy alab

sxm. they .uay be: neglected when copared to the primary ray along TAM.

11
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Eowyr, vhei the xrtenraw are close to tho gr•wn&, the pat•s and

ER are closely equ to T c d anl v v R and therefore one must at least

account for the latter pair of vve paths. It iis evident 1mat the afti-

tional reflcted uvees produce an interference vhich my be either con-

structive or destructive ad tum may decreame or enhance the value of I

tkn actu~al field Ij as ecapazred to ILof Eq. (1).
ILI

13 presence of the aidditoial wve paths my be yresed 1)

in the tom of correction facto" 7 (z), such tab*

1L* (W F(z ) I 8
o L

vbers refers to the corrected field, and

-2jk
+5

?-,Z) -2Ak t

10
Vbin* ?(z 0) in obtained by melacizng x in 7(t~) by z* r ig 2flettios

coefficient mbich, in the case of vellcal sa horizonAx l pol&azatioms,

-n be expreesad ua

S2 2 2 /-2
F Wvtlca1 Poiariutionn

2 j -+-

2

4-4



In order to understand the liuitaticms of the 1ataxral ve

field given by Eq. (8N, It in uecesuary to knov the underlying sppri-

mations u~sd in ito derivation. After the electnc field hms been s-

pressed in terns of an integral, the integraid is then azpinMed in a

power series whose radius of convergence is dependent on the namerical

distance defined Wov. As long as the pertinent values in the inte-

grand are iocated near T center of the circle of convergance, the re-

sulting lateral fl,ýtld can oe obtained by omitting certain terms in the

siries expansion. To ensure tat Eq. (8) represents a valid pprooci-

mation to this intogral, it is essential that the folowving ieaquiality

be satisfied(8

k
w : 2>0 (0U)

The nmerical distance W vi dictate the lover limit on the airAmuR

allabl distance P between the transitter and receiver. 7ae

k 0 minl
curves displayed in Fij. 6 give values vhere 2 1 for various

21 0

ground constants. One must bea- in zind that, becaus various tre-i-

mission losses are calculated for a wide frequency range *uAd a l&

range of ground conutants, the minima rN-L here these eqjuations

arm valid i quite sensitive to e ground etrs

• additional loss L due to the nodification of the field

to ac--cint for the presence o.L ýhe ejvuad to given by:

L -20 log1 -4o og F(z

Yhere z ea assumed. 15
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The quantity Li for antennas situated above but close to the

forest-ground .interface is plotted in Fig. 7 (vertical polarization) and

Fig. 8 (horizontal polarization). For vertical polarization (for the

"average" and "dense" forests), Li actually represents a gain rather than

a loss shoving that the field interference is constructive. For the

chosen forest and ground parameters, the electric field changes very

slovly as a function of the effective height of the antenna above ground.

Although the difference in the electric field for various heights (for

the "thin" and "average" forests) in not plotted in Fig. 7, numerical

coputation reveals that the difference in the electric field for anten-

nas situated .05 m and .2 m above ground is of the order of .5 db.

Furthermore, the shift in the nulls and peaks as a result of changing

the height of the antennas above ground is veiy mall (i.e. less than

1 M•z). For horizontal polarization, Li actually represents a sub-

stantial loss indicating destructive field interference due to the

presence of the ground. This can be explained by noting that the tan-

gential electric field close to a perfectly conducting half space should

be ma=0 (the tangential field on the boundary would of course be zero).

In our particular case the earth is not a perfect conductor, but one still

expects a subatantial decrease in the electric field.

The oscillatory behavior of the curves in Figs. 7 and 8 is

also caused by the very low impedance of the ground plane which thus

effdctively acts as a shorting circuit. When the antenna is placed at

a distance of about X /4 awvay fr the ground, the effect of the short-

circuit action is least, as expected from an analogy with a transmission

line shorted at one end. In that case, the electric field at the antenna

17
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is at a imuius. Si-Ilarly, the electric field goes through a minimu

vben the antenmn ink /2 awy frc the grounda n the short-circuit ac-

tion is greatest. This general behavior is vwl known and an ezqmple

frm th literafture (9) is show in Fig. 9 to illustrate this effect.

In the cse discuss"d hu this report, the auteninn are fixed but the

frequncy varies so tkat the distances z and zo vary through values of

X /4, k /2... and thus lead to the oscillatory behavior which is evideant

i.n Figs. 7 and 8

V. AU.A= OF Or ATMAe& D¶7T EIM" LOSS8 Lr

The 4uct loss Lr due to the change in the antenna input re-

sistance is gi'ven by (mee AZppeniix)

R(:) R(z
f : ~

whre BF) is the input res,•stan for an antemna in the forea at a

bmigbt z &bov* ground, while il the input resistance for an watenna

located in an infinite forest moditm.

Yor the purposes of Uis report, it vas asnuw t tb

lodn of the antnn va due pr-larly to the grun effc.:t, ionce

be eba , im Input reistlnce due to t antemna being -urr'aulad by

r~etation rmatr than by &ir could be nelected. ' vYa idity of thIis

&55ýwWti i l. Justified uirae tbe iai" of refraction of th* forvst is

ciooe to %mixty, and fUrtbhersorz, the Inmax of refmuction of the groumwi

aurir prm-h ter ULa the i&Wez of refaction o the frest• NMesurvannts

to date indicste tlt t reg etAtion d-a* not affect the iTpzt xsit tnce

*-imTte C r mm 1 C' a t i n . E. H 453a+ frd ~eX -. ;:I Ta Ati %; e III:-PeAk, C•Ili f • Y-
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Subject to the ab.ove assumption, the ratio R(z)/Rf corresponds

,o that of a dLipole lcyated iu air above a conducting half-space. This

ratio has beer calculated by Vogler and Noble (6,7) and the 1ose L mayr

then be found, vith z =zo, from

L :20 log (4)
r Rf

so that L vwli be twice the asount obtained frm the appropriate curves
r

vhich are given in referance 6.

The lons L due to the change in input recistance caused by

tte ground proximity was plotted for varicus ground purameters and rur

Zo

var•ious heights above the earth. For values -- > .1, the loss Lr is
0

quite mmal. If one assumes the antennas to be at a :Pixed height z°

above ground, then one observes from Figa. 10 and 11 that Lr decreases

vith increasing frequency. For high frmquencles (i.e. f> 50 MHz for

the particular heights in the plot), it appears that Lr is independent

of the ground parameters. However, as the fre-jmency decreases belov

50 MHz, the ground constants affect Lr to e. la.ge e-tent. In fact, for

frequencies less than 10 MHz, one might exrpect a 30 dB variation in Lr

depending upon the grond ccnstant. Since Lr is bigbhl sensitive to the

effective height of the antenna above tLi groud thiUs affords a degree

of freed= that the design engineer can adjust s'.wt that Lr vli- be small.

VI. TOTAL Tue 1i Iq

While an examination of the cont-t:.,euL I.sses that comprise

the total tranmaission loss can reveal Uiýe sensitivi ty .) the varjub

parameters, the total transmsesion loss is of vftL,: IL tUAt it %iiA

22
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ultimately determine the power requirements for a given system. The

total transal sion loss vill also be of value in determining the opti-

mum operating frequency band as a function of polarization, the forest

and ground parameters, and the antenna height above ground.

One of the first steps in calculating Ltot is to determine

the minimum range Pn explicit in Eq. (U1) for which the lateral field

given by Eq. (8) is valld. Since Lo io plotted tn Fig. 2 for P = I kin,

it may be necessary to adjust Lo for other distances. Once this bag been

accomplished, the additional losses may then be added to Lo a•loying

Fq. 3.

A typical exnaple of Ltot is shown in Fig. 12 which reveals

several inter'csting features. For the case shown, vertical polarization

is preferred over horizontal polarization, with the difference in Ltot

decreasing with increasing frequency. There seems to occur a frequency

band, roughly between 20 and 50 MHz, where Ltot is a ainim•. In the

higber frequency range, there occur maby local minima and maxim due to

the oscillations of the lateral field. The oscillations of Ltot for

vertical polari•zation are of the order of 1.5 dB and therefore were not

included. For convenience, the pertinent curve in Fig. 12 va drawn

through the median of these oscillations.

VII. CORCLUSIOS

The charatteristic exauple shown in Fig. 12 reveals two

interesting features whiýh distinguish between propagation with antennas

close to the ground and that with antennas close to the tree tops. The

latter situation is the one shown in Fig. 2 whilch should be contrasted

vit•h Fig. 12. It is then observed that, whereas L° increases strongly
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wi~th incre~asim frrequpry, L.. for tŽ- cta o! t4j& g ILA'bmait azztecnss

In Fig~. 12 4g.;g not alvwys ineroaae with. Sscrnsting frevquency. Ccni&e-

quently the preference for lovwr frt'iquenciec would tact be justifiable for

dt groutt-bugs afltftSe

T~e secord feature which involves the preferable pckzrizatiar

Isr not evidetnt f - - a Fig. 2 sinice tAose result. do nat -44i inguish b.etween

the two (vertical aMd hor~zwona)L caznse. llmever, at thet fraskuencica con-I idet_,ed &tre, the experimental uitsuuse (41) aov tazt lover lon~es L ,to
:ccur for Ughatsntezw which axe "oriz221t4y %ti~th than rerticu.2y)

coA.-iar~d- On the other rT,?ig. -12 shove t.Int vertical. polariJ~ation

r te lovlaer losses for ground-based anterna; this is not sfurprising Im

view of tie strong elffect of the ground plane on horizonta~l sntennas,,

F ~which are effectively ouh~t~ t by tb-- czonducting prope*rt~ns of ftvtn

A3ltbvvgb the ezreple of Y-4~. ý2 &lz- _40t tn.A il of the

por~lble forert tr-wen, 'it is btle~iN,!! that the sjbovr ar~tett~ser

also preseprved, to a smtUer o~gr-timr aegree &I-r, in the "tlin" c&d

'dznse' forests. The exact Cann'a "'Or each IwtO.flduai caRsL eu itt saly

ob~tined by :0o' Wr tbe ice pion'iupe wit~ch yic.lsiai :•.1,
outlioatd abov,,a It Wbould rwrerthft-z4Se bt xebc4 ttia tt pr qsent

ctlcuat4in -0- i0u sccut %r" anY possibk&e t-flto-.Atipy of the oreal.
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APWAX

The individual losses Los Li, L azd L discussed herein were
6 r

&saued to be indpendent and therefore led to a tot.*, t -aibsion loss

L which vas obtained in Zq. (3) by a simple smperposition. This fol-
toot

lows, from the definition of each loss and the validity of S,4. (3) is

showm below. The traantted power is given by-

Pt II R(z) , (Al)

vhere I is the current of the transmitting dipole and R(zo) is its input
0

resiotance whose dependence r.-te height z is sh-m explicitly. The

maIxmum receivxd pvder is obtained from:

2 2

P i i(a) (A2)
L Lz)

where I is the length of the receiving dipole and R(z) in Ito iapvt re-

sistanee. The f£i.d EL (a) at this dipole is expressed in terms of

a:X 2h -Z -Zo to br-ng the a dependence in -vidence. The total trans-

mission loss 14 t1wrefore given by:

212
Ltot -1 A0,o3)--V-J KL(,) (1(o 'A)

whici. =y be vrit ter in the forw:

2 2 2

4(A4
L i0 &a.gI

ri i Qf

vhernŽ ELps) is- -- he rece:ived ]Lk. ij~ -'ve- if-eld iL a bmn1 - in ft n-te



forest (h-- ); hence EL (o) is that field in the particular case vhere

both antennas are at the forest-air interface. The quantity Rf in the

input resistance of a dipole embedded iL an unbounded forest meditum.

An inspection of Eq. (A4) reveals that the first sq•uaed term corres-

ponds to the tranmiission loss

21RfL 0 20 log -I 11, 0(A5)
oEL(o)

already evaluated in reference 2 (except for a constant multiplier which

accounts for tie antenna gains). The other terms relate to the additional

losses:

E (o)
L 0 l g E L(a) ,(A6)

EL(s)

L, = 20 log j-- , (A?)B'(s)

R(z) R(z )
Lr := 1 logj O . (A8)r 2

Rf

It therefore follows that the above relations imply the addition of

the various losses (expressed in decibels) for obtaining the total less

Ltot, as expressed in Eq. (3).
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